
Transformers Cloud: Fate 
 

Political Prisoner X-86… 

 

"Megatron" once worked as a member of the Universal Police, but he often clashed with 

Optimus over the management of space-time and "SARA". Optimus considered using "SARA" 

only to maintain the Cloud world and spread peace to every single universe that made up space-

time, but Megatron wanted to use "SARA“„s strong power for military gain, as he desired to use 

that power to rule over all of time and space. Over time, both of their trenches widened, until at 

last Megatron gathered those Transformers who believed in his goal and rebelled against 

Optimus, ultimately declaring war. Optimus struggled to accomplish his mission of protecting 

the Cloud world, and he barely won the battle. Megatron was banished to the Underground world 

beneath the city, as punishment for his rebellion. 

 

 

 

"Hahahaha, I knew they would come running as soon as they found out about our attack! This 

certainly makes me feel ecstatic!" Starscream, who had begun the assault in the third district, 

reported to Megatron whilst flying around in his jet mode, having changed into it beforehand. 

With a cry of "For the glory of our leader Megatron, TRANSFORM!”, he triumphantly changed 

into his robot mode and touched down onto the ground with a merry look on his face. 

 

"Starscream… You should‟ve stayed at your post, what the hell do you want?" 

 

Megatron always considered Starscream to be a bit of a nuisance. 

 

"I just came to report that the attack on the third district has been completed. Thanks to my 

Megatron-like strategy of misfiring at the Autobots, they never knew what hit them. It‟s rare for 

a battle to be played out that easily!" 

 

Megatron was visibly fed up of the tone of ingratiation and sheer attitude in Starscream‟s answer, 

all of which seemed to make the latter‟s ulterior motives leak out. 

 

"Enough of your scrap…. What did you REALLY come to tell me…?” 

"As if I‟d say whatever it is you‟re implying! If you just look at the eyes of this veteran, you‟ll be 

able to surely understand how much competence beams out of them…" 

 

Needless to say, Starscream‟s words were now filled with nothing but ingratiation. 

 

”STARSCREAM!!” 

"Well, Thundercracker kinda helped too. The both of us were kept really busy and—-" 



”BUSY?! You call glossing over the mission and doing scrap-all BUSY!? While you were 

„busy‟ doing that, those Autobots were „busy‟ planning a counterattack …. 

GAAAAAHHHHH!!!” 

 

Starscream, who until a while ago was feeling really confident, changed his expression into a 

look of fear and silent dread upon hearing Megatron‟s words. 

 

"M..My apologies, Lord Megatron! I will just go and regroup…" 

 

Just then, a lone Transformer stood between the pair and raised a manly voice. 

 

"So, the same old quarreling pair! Starscream and … Megatron!!" 

 

That powerful figure standing over the earth was none other than Autobot Leader Optimus 

Prime, a firm sense of intention dwelling within his shining blue eyes. 

 

"Optimus…! After all this time … I see you too haven‟t changed a bit since the last time we 

met." 

"Megatron… That was when I banished you from Metropolis after the battle you challenged me 

to. Didn‟t you find the Underground world to be comfortable for your liking?" 

 

Even though Optimus was suppressing his tone of voice, he still felt angry over the destruction 

of his city and the friends he loved. 

 

"Kukkukku! Oh, on the contrary, it was just right … I imagine it was the same for the Autobots, 

living oh-so-snugly in Metropolis, at least before they met with an unexpected fate…" 

 

"Enough talk! Optimus, show me what you got!!" Starscream interrupted as he aimed and fired a 

large quantity of missiles at him. However, Optimus avoided the onslaught without any 

difficulty, and he adversely and accurately punched Starscream right on the shoulder! 

 

”WAAAAAUUUUUUGGGGHHHHHH!!!!" Starscream ear-splittingly screamed as he was 

blasted out of the way. 

 

"Fool! Go and find your own opponent to become your eternal enemy! This one belongs to me!!" 

"B…but Lord Megatron…." 

 

Megatron ignored the agonizing pains in Starscream‟s voice and prepared himself for battle. 

 

"Don‟t think your fate is going to be the same as before, Megatron!" 

"I really hope so, Optimus… because that goes for your own!" 

 



Both raised their weapons as they spoke whilst looking angrily at each other. The boiling-over 

anger of his beloved city having been destroyed reached to Optimus‟ rifle, meeting with the urge 

to kill his old enemy permanently emanating from the tip of Megatron‟s sword, and the both of 

them were about to be unleashed. Their optics locked-on to each other, the driving units within 

their entire bodies ran near to breaking point, and the two of them became so silent that only the 

beatings of their sparks could be heard. 

 

One of them would have to attack sooner or later… The both of them were excellent soldiers and 

leaders at the same time, and various events within their memory circuits played out like a 

revolving lantern as they waited for the other to attack. 

 

Suddenly, an explosion resounded around the pair, and Optimus‟ stance began to weaken under 

the vibrations. Megatron wasn‟t going to miss his chance in spite of what was happening. He 

stepped forwards and raised his sword, about to slice it into Optimus‟ body. The single blow 

would‟ve completely caught his opponent off-guard, except… 

 

"Heads up, Megatron!" 

 

Optimus, having changed into his vehicle mode in the distraction, quickly disconnected from his 

trailer and returned back into his robot mode, before firing a beam from his rifle. But Megatron 

sliced the beam in half with a single stroke of his sword soon after he detected it coming. 

 

"What the….?!" 

 

Starscream was sent flying backwards by the scattered energy beams created after Megatron 

sliced the singular one. 

 

”AAAAARRRGGGGHHHHH! LORD MEGATRON, HEELLLLLLPPP MEEEEEEEEE!!!” 

 

Evading the beams and ignoring his subordinate‟s screams for help, Megatron‟s battle with 

Optimus continued, now more severe than before. 

 

"Hahahaha! Just as I expected from you, Optimus … but this time you won‟t get away with it so 

easily!" 

"I see you‟ve learned from our last encounter, Megatron!" 

 

Optimus gained such courage that the enemy in front of him was insignificant, and he began to 

dodge the relentless firing of punches from Megatron‟s fists. Although leaving himself open was 

a dangerous and disadvantageous tactic in close combat, it was better to do that than to fully 

receive Megatron‟s violent attacks. Eventually, Megatron figured out his enemy‟s movements 

and began to corner him… 

 

"Gotcha!" 



 

The sharp tip was aimed at Optimus‟ vitals and was about to strike. Optimus realized that there 

was no way of avoiding contact with the blade, so he shielded the blow with his rifle, allowing 

the sword to cut deep into its barrel. But Megatron, wearing a brutal smile, swiped away the rifle 

with his entire blade, before tossing the sword away as well. He then mercilessly slammed a steel 

fist right into Optimus‟ body, the suddenness of the single blow causing his enemy to flinch. 

 

"Excellent! Now that the tables have turned, my fist feels stronger than before… I would have 

waited an eternity for this…..!" 

 

He continued to deal out stronger and stronger blows to Optimus until the latter fell down. 

 

"Any last words, Optimus?" 

"Guess again…." 

 

The fighting spirit within Optimus‟ eyes hadn‟t yet faded away. 

 

"Nobody can stop me! Not even you, Optimus!" 

 

Just then, the cannon on Optimus‟ back fired right into Megatron. Although he normally carried 

the energy unit on his back, it had now become a powerful weapon. But Megatron countered this 

by slicing the blast with the small, spare sword he was also equipped with. The two of them 

backed away and paused once more. 

 

"Good technique, Optimus. But not good enough!" 

"Y…Your power is on the same level, Megatron…" 

 

Suddenly, in the middle of their conversation, Optimus received a report from the Directorate of 

Operations. 

 

"S…Sir! Please respond!" 

"What … Ratchet! Give it to me quick!" 

 

Hearing the grief in Ratchet‟s voice as he replied from the Directorate of Operations, Megatron 

lowered his fists and formed a smile on his face. 

 

"It‟s … it‟s …." 

"It‟s … what? Calm down and say it slowly." 

 

Optimus was beginning to get impatient, though he noticed the acuteness of the situation from 

Ratchet‟s state. 

 



"Y..you gotta hurry back! The Decepticons have kidnapped „SARA‟ from the center of 

Metropolis!!" 


